Kevin Isle’s little red hydra-plane racer fitted
with a vintage Firestone outboard motor at
the Working with Wood Show.
Photograph by the editor
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Scuttlebutt

President’s Report
Ross McLean
Last month, I had the sad duty of informing the membership of the passing of Tony Curtis. Tony has been one of our longest serving members, and was for some considerable time, our treasurer. While
Tony was treasurer, he opened an account that enabled us to get some
decent interest on our funds, such that we could then use this interest to
provide activities for our members, like the Cockle Bay raft up. Tony was
also our liaison with the Sydney Amateur’s Sailing Club.
Tony was a personal friend to many of us, and will be very much missed at
our regular meetings and functions. He was a regular fixture at the Working with Wood Show with his steaming apparatus, proof of which was that
a number of folk that visited our stand at the show recently, asked after
Tony. The committee sent Cynthia Curtis a card on behalf of the members
of the WBA, and I have to say, that this was the hardest thing I have ever
had to do as a member of this association.
Tony’s enthusiasm and energy was boundless.
May the winds favour you Tony, we will remember you.
Also at last month’s general meeting Peter Gossell entreated us to an interesting talk on his Hal Harpur Award winning Cannon Box, complete with
timber cannon as the real one is comfortably in secure custody until Peter
has his ‘Certain Cannon Licence.’ This is
the title of the licence he requires, in
order to own said
cannon.
It seems to me that
as the wooden cannon was so well
constructed and accurate that perhaps it will be available to compete in
this year’s Hal Harper Award. Peter spoke about the construction of the
box, and the finish used. He also offered the cannon and box as an exhibit
at the recent Working With Wood Show. I recalled to the meeting’s attendees, that I was able to purchase a cannon in the USA, and only needed a
licence if I wanted to purchase blank cartridges for firing. I also pointed
out that even a cannon the size of Peter’s and mine could inflict serious
damage upon an individual if they got themselves in front of it, at the time
of firing. Proof of which was when I was 1st mate and gunnery officer,
aboard the 30 metre Schooner Quinnipiack, and I pulled the lanyard attached to the saluting cannon in the harbour of Glenn Cove, Long Island, to
salute the Governor of New York State, just as a jet ski was charging past.
The jet skier was flattened as he attempted to evade the Water Police and
Coastguard, and passed within 3 metres of the Schooner’s port side. We
were, of course, heroes in the eyes of the public, although I doubt the jet
skier saw us in the same light.
As I mentioned above, Peter’s Cannon Box was on display at the Working
with Wood Show recently at Homebush. Along with some other artefacts
were the following vessels, the 23 foot yacht Saga, owned by Eric Simes, a
south coast member, (look for Eric if you go to the Narooma event), 18
foot Stealth owned by Rob MacQueen, a 16 foot rowing skiff owned by
Michael Coleman and Kevin Isle’s little red hydra-plane racer. Those who
helped were Chris Arnold, Jamie Arvela, Michael Coleman, Chris Goddard,
Peter Gossell, Tom Hughes, Kevin Isle, Nick Lawther, Rob MacQueen, Sally
Ostlund, Eric Simes, Jamie Snodgrass, and Jim Willett. Rob MacQueen
donated some orange work vests to the club for use at similar events
where safety vests are mandatory during set-up and pack-up. Many thanks
Rob for your kind offer.
The show was perhaps one of our most successful during my term as WBA
coordinator. We managed to secure 10 new members, one a female engineer, whose husband was a former work colleague of mine, and shift some
merchandise, especially seven of those plan’s books which we appear to
have a plethora of.
Our next meeting is not long away, and we will be spoken to by an RMS
representative on all things “safety at sea.” Our guest will have some items
for sale after the meeting I am reliably informed.
Finally, the Sydney Amateurs Sailing Club has placed with us, an open invitation to ALL putt-putts and steam launches to attend their Gaffer’s Day on
Sunday, October 18th. The Amateurs would like putt-putts and steamers to
form a guard of honour for the boats taking part in the rally, and escort
them to the starting line. Please advise the Amateurs if you intend coming
along, so that they have an idea of numbers, as wharfage is limited.
I look forward to seeing you at our next general meeting, so until then –
Fair weather and smooth sailing.
Rossco
Phone - (m) 0425 330 560
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Email - coastwise_nav@yahoo.com

New Members
A welcome to the following ten new members:

 John Muir of Kirrawee
 John Morton of Mosman, the owner of a 35ft Griffin Sloop, Eventide,
launched in 1947, (a sister boat to the editor’s)

 Damien Egan of Strathfield, who has an 11ft dinghy, Poppy
 Nicole Barry of Erskineville, who is currently building 4.2metre strip
plank kayak.

 Glen Miller of Killara who is currently building a Canadian strip plank
canoe

 Bob Halliday of Wollongong also building a canoe.
 Ron Kelly from Kiama who has a 35ft Huon pine motor sailer, Ruma
of Huon, built 1962 to 1965

 Peter Flight of Nth Wahroonga who has a strip plank kayak built last
year.

 Mark Swithenbank of St Ives who has a trailable wooden boat but
the editor didn’t capture all the details

 John Boissett of Burrill Lake who has a 16ft motor boat built in 1927,
Renee M

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s
only. The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at
such forums. Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility
of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such
risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees
whether to commence or continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
Printed by Power Colour Pty Ltd, 106 Grose Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 A.B.N. 58 066 215 021

Scan the QR code to go the WBA of NSW Inc. on
the web and follow the links to Scuttlebutt, Hal
Harpur Award and more useful information
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VALE, Anthony (Tony) Curtis
1938 - 2015
A former Treasurer of the WBA

Kindly
supplied by
Tim Curtis,
Tony’s eldest son.

But before long, everyone was calling him Tony.

Like his famous
namesake, my Dad,
Tony Curtis wasn’t
originally
called
Tony Curtis. He was
named
William
McKenzie Curtis on
his birth certificate,
but 5 weeks later,
his mum and dad,
changed
it
to
Anthony Curtis, for
reasons lost in time.
They also flirted
with
Nelson,
perhaps foreseeing
his nautical future.

The family originally lived in Launceston, but soon moved to Burnie, a few
blocks from the beach.
The family owned a small 24 foot yacht called Teal which they somehow
squeezed into for family holidays.
In 1950, Tony’s Dad had a new, more spacious boat built, that many of us
still know today, Anonyma II. It was built at E A Jack’s boatyard in
Launceston under the cataract gorge bridge.
No one ever explained where the name Anonyma came from, but many
happy summer holidays were spent aboard the new boat, exploring the
various bays and sandbanks of the Tamar River.
Tony’s love of long socks goes back to the age of 12 or 13 when he
travelled to Melbourne to be interviewed for an officer cadet traineeship
for the Royal Australian Navy. He was photographed on the front page of
the Melbourne Age neatly dressed in grey flannel shorts, jacket and tie,
complete with one sock with a red stripe at the top, the other with a blue
stripe. To his parent’s dying days they were certain that the reason he did
not get into the Navy was because he wore “odd socks”!
He was a member of the Burnie Surf Life Saving Club and was in fact the
Tasmanian surf board and surf ski champion for a couple of years.
He was not a great speller and had difficult-to-read hand writing, yet
when he chose to, he could write well and he won Tasmania’s Best English
Essay prize in his final year of school. His winning essay was about his real
life experience of sailing along the North West coast of Tasmania with his
father aboard Anonyma II.
Tony’s work career in the paper and printing industries started in Burnie at
APPM. As a Management Trainee, he moved to head office in Melbourne
in 1958. He spent every possible weekend in Melbourne racing around
Port Philip Bay with his uncle, who was the commodore of the Geelong
yacht club.
In 1960, he entered the Coles 3000 Pound Question, a weekly TV quiz
show where you chose your own subject. Tony, of course, chose sailing.
He made it to the quarterfinals and won 800 pounds. When asked if he
wanted to come back and double it, he astounded the organizers and
took the money. He then used his quiz winnings to head to New York.

Tony returned home to Tasmania in 1967.
Tony had already met his wife Cynthia back in Launceston in the late 50s
when she was 17 and had taken her on a few dates before he moved to
Melbourne and then they lost contact. When he returned from the UK, he
saw a notice in the social pages of the Launceston Examiner that Cynthia
had returned to Tasmania from the UK and Europe, so he looked her up
and discovered that they were both intending to live in Sydney. They were
married in September 1969.
Sailing was his greatest hobby. He raced his last Sydney to Hobart on
Vago in 1975, although watched nearly every start for the next 40 years.
Throughout the 70s and early 80s, he often went sailing with friends, but
then, around 1983, after the much replayed-on-video America’s Cup win,
he bought a small Heron sailing boat, which was a lot of fun for the family.
In 1987, Tony got the real thing when his father gave him Anonyma II, less
than two years before he died. Now Tony began to race every week in the
traditional wooden boat divisions of the Sydney Amateurs. He also had
some very memorable family days on the harbour, such as the 1988
Bicentennial where they ran aground near Shark Island.
Tony became great friends with Chris, Paul and Dirk, who had become his
regular sailing crew. And by sailing, I mean 100% sailing. The motor had
broken and it could sometimes take hours to return from the Sydney
Amateurs yacht club to the mooring in Gore Cove if the wind died. Tony
spent the best part of a decade trying to fix it. He did triumphantly get it
working for a few
weeks one summer,
but after that it
reverted to being a
Sisyphean task.
After Tony finally
retired, Anonyma II
continued to fill
much of his life,
requiring constant
maintenance often
in
several
local
men’s sheds around
the North Shore.
He went on many
holidays
around
Australia, including
a regular pilgrimage
to the wooden boat
festival in Hobart
and several trips to
Western Australia to
see his daughter
and her family.

Did you know after WWII 50,000 Universal Atomic IV
The
h a p p y Engines were sold in the USA? (a four-cylinder, 30
retirement
period horsepower (22 kW) petrol engine). One of them
ended in 2012 with found its way in to Anonyma II owned by Tony Curtis
the discovery of (Photo courtesy of Peter Gossell taken at the SASC
Tony having bowel Mosman Bay Oct. 2011).
cancer.
However,
Tony kept himself in good spirits and survived two years leading a high
quality sailing life.
He spent his last weeks in Royal North Shore hospital, remaining cheerful
almost all the time as he so often had throughout his life. He could still
smile, even when Cynthia broke her leg in hospital, in a transparent
attempt to stay close to Tony. So many of his family and friends visited
him in this time - thank you.
Tony was often single-minded and determined. Whether trying to win a
race or squeeze something into a seemingly impossible space, he would
seldom give up.
Thank you for your friendship Tony.

Tony got a job at the Australian Consulate. He spent every non-working
hour in sailing circles and did many races out of Newport and Rhode
Island. Towards the end of his US visit he decided to see as much of
America as possible on a 99 day Greyhound bus pass. Unfortunately his
US visa ran out mid-way and he is rumoured to have spent a night in a
mid-west jail. He returned to New York where he managed to get a crew
position on the first West to East Trans-Atlantic Yacht Race to the UK.
Arriving safely in 1963, he stayed in England for around 4 years. He
worked for Wiggins Teape Research and Development in the paper and
printing industry. He travelled to many sailing ports around the UK and
Europe. However, his entertaining communications with his family
dwindled over time, and after a few years of not hearing from him, his
father travelled to England and somehow tracked him down via his yacht
club connections.
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Timber & Working with Wood Show 2015

The 23 foot yacht Saga, built by Eric Simes, a
south coast member. Saga is a Joel White design,
cold moulded using western red cedar, a layer of
carbon fibre and huon pine. Displacement about 1
tonne, with ½ tonne of lead in the keel.

The 16 foot rowing
Michael Coleman,
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g skiff owned by

The 18 foot Stealth owned by Rob MacQueen,

Peter Gossell’s Hal Harpur
Award winning Cannon Box.

Cover Picture
Kevin Isle’s little red hydro-plane racer fitted with a vintage Firestone outboard
motor . Almost finished, it hasn’t been in the water yet, but Kevin assures me it
will float. It is a Class A midget racer ‘one step’ hydroplane, popular in the USA
during the ‘30s with many still being raced. Kevin took the design from a 1934
American motor boat magazine. Length OA is 9 ft, beam of 4 ft. Top speed is
predicted at 45 to 50 mph. The driver kneels in the cockpit.
Typical of Kevin’s builds, all the frames are of recycled timber, in this case from
windows rather than his usual preference of wardrobes.
The deck is 1.5mm ply with the foredeck covered with ‘doped’ sailcloth. All paint
is Norglass.
The class has a rule in regard to displacement; the minimum weight, including
driver is 200 pound, (90.7kg). The vessel itself is 50 pound, 22.7kg).
The Firestone outboard was given to Kevin which he has painstakingly refurbished.
Firestone outboard motors were manufactured by the Scott-Atwater Outboard Motor Company for Firestone. Scott-Atwater began
manufacture of outboard motors in 1935. Manufacture for Firestone began in 1946 and continued through to 1957.
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THE CAIRNS REPORT
from Chris & Gilli Dicker

Tonight is the grand opening
night of a brand new tavern
they have just finished building
at the end of our quiet little
creek. It is an imposing looking building overlooking the marina. The
adjacent land has been subdivided and soon there will be many houses
crammed onto 400 square meter blocks and also overlooking the marina.
You could say they have created not one but two goldfish bowls. I can
remember running a long power lead into what used to be a paddock and
building all manner of things. A workshop out in the sunshine with noone to bother you at all is a nice place to shape and join things together.
Of course you can’t really have no-one bothering you because people just
have to know what you are doing and I do appreciate that quite often
someone else's project is so much more interesting than your own
especially when it smells strongly of Huon pine.
Well nothing lasts forever and now the paddock has gone and any privacy
and peace and quiet is a thing of the past. That is the beauty of our boat
life, we can move on and we feel that time is drawing close.
Recently I have been doing a lot of sanding and painting and also working
with black bean, which is a rainforest timber. The dust from the black
bean is renowned for being a bit hard on ones throat not to mention all
the horrible things in paint and fibreglass. I hope you all wear a mask
when you are working with a sander just like I do! Despite that, I
eventually felt like I had a ball in the top of my lungs so we went off sailing
for three days down to Fitzroy Island. In fact we sailed through a beautiful
balmy moonlit night as the strong trade wind settles a little at night. It
blew hard for the three days and our anchor chain grumbled on the coral
but we climbed to the lofty summit and out to the lighthouse, we rolled
and hobby horsed in the swell and chop but Westwind and her crew blew
the dust and cobwebs away and regrouped.
Back to the black bean. Some shavings fell into the water as I was planing
a length of it. Within minutes
swirls of bright blue colour
came off the shavings.
I
suppose this to be the oil or
sap out of the timber, which is
totally dry. Many timbers are
toxic especially timbers that
are resistant to rot, western
red cedar is a good example.
The sanding is probably the
worst stage of the work
although when your router
catches on a bit of end grain
and goes flying out of your hands and dances around your bare feet that's
pretty bad too. Well so I imagine!
Which brings me to another story concerning bare feet. It was during the
rebuilding of Westwind, I had a beautiful slab of seasoned ironbark laying
on the ground which I was shaping up with the adze for a new sternpost.
A visitor, who was once a useful person before the drugs, mentioned that I
should not be using such a tool wearing sandals, I stopped and said you
are right, they do give one a sense of false security, upon which I took
them off and continued swinging. He shook his head and went back into
his world.
Could I just mention some paint brands and prices to finish off. As I have
mentioned before up here in Cairns we cant just go to the shop and get
what we want, they don't keep much on the shelf so you have to order it
and it comes up from the southern states by steamer, which is always
breaking down or being held up by drink. Anyway I needed some two
pack paint urgently and could not get my normal AWLgrip, which costs
$250 for a litre of base and 500 mls of catalyst, it is really not much good
without a reducer, which is a further $70. I settled on International
Perfection, which is $100 for one litre but only makes one litre including
the catalyst. I use the AWLgrip reducer and have had quite good results. I
think that works out about $100 price difference. If you can afford it
though, there is nothing to touch AWLgrip. It really does turns you into a
magician.
Now we are about to hop on a plane for Germany but I will make sure I
am back for the next Scuttlebutt edition.
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Here is another photo of a job I have just finished using International Perfection. 5½ sheets of 12mm ply, 25 metre of 2”x1” hoop pine, 15 litres of
resin and glass, +filler and glue, 4 litres of high build primer, three litres of
two pack paint and many sanding discs, etc, went into the construction.

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some of
the incidents the author has survived in over half a century
of messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these
escapades from around the world and they will bring a wry
smile to any boaters lips. The author’s
wonderfully witty cartoons help bring
these anecdotes to life.
All these
stories are true so WBA member Alan
Williams writes under a pen name so that
his architectural clients do not think
they are entrusting their work to a
seagoing Mr Bean. Copies are available
from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on Amazon. WBA
members can get copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.

Wooden Boat Association of NSW Inc.

BUY SWAP and SELL

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 2 for details.

TIMBER for SALE

The wood was to be used for a Tahoe 19’
runabout. http://www.boatdesigns.com/Tahoe19/products/764/
Assorted pieces of clear grain Hoop Pine AS2272
Marine - dressed all round
2 lengths 6000x32x25 each
6 lengths 6000x25x10 each
5 lengths 6000x28x16 each
18 lengths 6000x20x16 each
2 lengths 6000x70x20 each
2 lengths 6000x50x22 each
2 lengths 1 @ 6000x125x50 and 1 @
5400x125x50
I also have 3 full sheets of Meranti Marine ply @
2440x1220
2 sheets @18mm (these 2 sheets have pencil
lines on one side with thumb tack indentations
used for creating faired lines)
1 sheet @ 9mm
(There are also six bulkhead frames that I have
already cut out – and the remaining off-cuts).

FOR SALE
16ft Cold-moulded Proa
Picture not available this month
Description
Both hulls (main and ama) are built from 2
skins : 1 of 3mm ply with the top layer of 3mm
King Billy Pine . West System and Purbond
Polyurethane glue used.
Connecting beams are built of stack-laminated
9mm ply and rounded to give the final shape.
The rig is an extended NS14 wing mast with SS
shrouds. Sails are : Cherub main, NS14 jib and
Manly Graduate spinnaker.
Hiking 'platforms' on both sides of the main
hull form a comfortable area for the crew (2
recommended although it can be singlehanded)
Centreboard and rudder were custom built for
the proa.
Background
The proa design came from an initial drawing
by Greg Widders as an HSC 'diversion' project
in 2007. Naval Architect, Rob Widders, faired
the lines and provided offsets for the build.
The boat was built by Peter Widders with help
and 'supervision' by the initial designer.
Sailing
Sailing varies from safe and comfortable when
the ama is to leeward; to very fast and
exhilarating when the ama is to windward and
the opportunity arises to sail on just the main
hull, with the ama just above the surface of the
water.
Transport
Transport is easy with a custom -made cradle
fitted into a 6x4 or 7x4 box trailer. A boat trailer
would also be suitable.
$250 or near offer. This is a sacrifice price to
get the boat into the hands of someone who
will be able to make use of a terrific craft.

FOR SALE

Seagull outboard

Copper jacket exhaust pipe – 1 ¾” OD. - $20
2 X aluminium tracks for mast/boom- 1400mm
long.- $10 pair
Small 3 bladed propeller - $10
** pictures available on request
Peter Widders 0481 583 794
pwidders@yahoo.com.au

FREE to a good home

Not sure what a fair price should be, but I’m
asking for an offer.
Ellis, contact number is 0411 227 800.

Tony Curtis was a keen hoarder, so kept all his
“Wooden Boat” magazines (the American one)
back to at least 1988, with a few copies prior, up
to 2014. This immense hoard of information on
the American wooden boat scene is looking for a
new home.
Please Phone 02 9958 4625. Pick up from my
house Christopher Arnold, Northbridge

FOR SALE

I have one refurbished seagull Century outboard for
sale, $400
For details or questions, email
braeng@ihug.com.au or John on: 02 4369 7687

Jabsco Model 51200-2003 Clutched Pump for
sale. Complete with 32mm (1/1/4”) inlet and
outlet fittings. In good condition & happy for
you to pull off the front cover. I would
recommend a new impellor as has been
collecting dust for ages. $100.00 ONO.
Dave Giddings
Ph. 0412 366 998 or 9533 5470

Wooden Boat Association of NSW Inc.
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Letter to the Editor

from Ken Travers who says he has a good
source for procuring these useful fixings

Chris Dicker's clearly fictional account of the unwanted (as is usually the
case) ingress of a large part of the Pacific Ocean into some mythical vessel brought back a number of memories of similar factual occurrences of
which I have been involved with over many (frequently misspent) years in
boats. One such event occurred in the mid 1950s when my Dad and I
were trolling, along with seven or eight other boats, for kingfish on the Sir
John Young Banks just north of Jervis Bay. The boats were cruising around
generally keeping clear of each other and, in particular, of the troll lines, of
which some boats had six or more.
As I recall, the fish weren't very enthusiastic that day but as one of the
boats passed another, the skipper of the first boat called out to the second boat saying he must be doing well as the boat was a bit low in the
water. The second skipper said no he wasn't, then the penny promptly
dropped and he looked into his engine room to see water above the engine bed. Other boats soon came near with available crew boarding the
sinking boat to pump and bail it out. A hose had come off a water intake
which was quickly rectified.
The bilge pumps in those
days were usually a Simac
semi-rotary or, heaven
forbid, a Vortex rotary
mounted in the bilge and
turned by a vertical 'crank'
handle. A Vortex could
move a lot of water quite
quickly but you needed to
be Superman if you had to
work it for more than
about five minutes without risking a heart attack!

FOR HOLES TOO CLOSE TO THE EDGE

FOR MISMATCHED BOLT HOLES

FOR HOLES NOT QUITE SQUARE

FOR HOLES WITH COUNTERSINKING
ON THE WRONG SIDE
FOR ALL TAPERED HOLES
(SPECIAL NUT REQUIRED)

ASSEMBLERS SPECIAL,
FOR OVERSIZE & STEPPED HOLES

Electric bilge pumps with
visible and audible alarms
were unheard of then but
I can recommend such a
set-up as
I understand the Simac pump is still available.
The No 2 in bronze body can be obtained for
around $800. (2009 price)

it obviates the need to
sleep with one leg hanging over the side of the
bunk!

Wooden Avaclew

If it looks like its wrong, contradict yourself

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2015
July 14th
July 20th
August 11th
August 17th
September 8th
September 14th
October 18th

WBA monthly meeting, Pascal Geraghty, Boating Education Officer, Roads and Maritime Services
Committee Meeting
Monthly Meeting, Guest Speaker, Kevin Boyle from Central Foundries
Committee Meeting
Monthly Meeting
Committee Meeting
SASC CLASSIC & GAFFERS’ DAY

NEXT YEAR 2015
April TBC
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ANMM Classic & Wooden Boat Festival
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